
performing on the page

              an introduction
           
              

              ( one designed for the
              comfort of your own home)



     There are plenty of ways to think about the slipperiness of language; 
   the way words form and are formed, the way they become connected, and their smearing forward
   and past us. There is also the understanding of the power that runs through this movement and lands 
            upon our individual bodies. 1

        

 What is the weight of words, in themselves? How can we make perceptible the performative in their layers and implications and our 
 associated imaginations?
 In the simple act of reading, silently or aloud, what can prompt physicality, and what forms of embodiments become apparent?

 The following pages propose a way of reading, not just on the page but also on screens,  that pays attention to the rhythmic,
 structural, compositional quality of text and language (in its various forms); that heightens awareness of how we interpret these
 systems in relation to our own bodies; how this constitutes embodiment and performance on a day to day basis, as lived experience.

1 Laura Brown. (2017) A spectacle of language: the referential movement + known unknowns of A.K. Burns’ Fault Lines.
 



Barton, J. (1983). Test your word power. 1st ed. Kingswood: Elliot Right Way.

(What information do you gain from the gaps? Their rhythm and spacing? Would you be able to determine the answer if the letters hidden and revealed were reversed?) 



Gomringer, E. (1996). Visuelle poesie. Reclams Universal-Bibliothek: Band 9351



One of Robert Barry’s shape constellations, Untitled (1967), was included in the exhibition William Forsythe: The Fact of Matter at the MMK Frankfurt (17 October 2015 — 13 March 
2016), curated by and about the choreographer William Forsythe. Untitled (1967) is two short, red, parallel lines, made of acryl on cotton, on a white wall. That piece gave me an idea 
of how we understand lines/compositions in relation to our own body - François Bucher comments on this in relation to the shapes and lines in abstract painting, as well, and I would 
relate it to visual poetry - consciously, unconsciously -  subconsciously -, we are reading the spatial relationships of the elements to one another, questioning and making sense of it with 
reference to our own dimensions.



Albers, J. and Bucher, F. (1977). Albers: Despite straight lines (paper). United States: MIT Press.

Which shape do you see first? How many different relationships between lines can you see? When do they stop following geometric logic? What is the quality of your attention like? 



Cage, J. (1971). Silence. 1st ed. London: Calder and Boyars.
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1. vagrant rOse paths compressed
2. hover matin l’aRose in- Mers
3. a-glimp th ornful umineuse darKorolla
4. faint Fur st special irrésistible
5. Lansoft -goRous elovelash petals absorbed
6. smallred Vibrant lovegash pétales embedded
7. White throated flatfanned dressLash lovétale
8. PINkdraw -inGirls lovcrest pétalent Bedded

Excerpt from: 16 Flowers, by Caroline Bergvall. in: Bergvall, C. (2005). Fig: Goan atom 2. United Kingdom: Salt Publishing.

‘Text sections referring to flower motifs in Marcel Proust and Jean Genet’s work were excerpted to form the basis [of] ‘transliteral morphs’ between the French quotes and their English translations. 
[...] The 16 lines [of 16 Flowers] were linked to the piece’s quotations and translations through the italicized nodal word at the core of the chosen quote. They were connected to one another 
through a logic of agglutination, of concatenation.’



you follow that? 

Chih-chang, L., Huang, A. and Watts, A. (2011). Tao: The watercourse way. London: Souvenir Press.



from: Nakayasu, S. (2002). clutch: hockey love letters. Tin Fish Press.



Three minutes of forty pound pressure spray of white high-
way paint upon a well tended lawn
The lawn is allowed to grow and not tended until the grass is 
free of all vestiges of white highway paint

One aerosol can of enamel sprayed to conclusion directly 
upon the floor

A 2” wide 1” deep trench cut across a standard one car 
driveway

Weiner, L. (1968). Statements.

‘...Thus the receiver decides whether he wants Weiner to produce the work or have it produced by others, or whether he will forego its physical 
production all together. A work by Weiner may therefore lie as a dream beneath one’s pillow, a counterpart to what one sees hanging on the 
wall. In 1972 the artist said: “In a sense, once you know about a work of mine, you own it.” The loaves and fishes multiply quickly with the num-
bers of viewers and readers he finds.’

Weiner, Lawrence.(2013) The Grace of A Gesture.



Webster was appalled that American schoolchildren were using 
British spellers and grammars, so he started to write his own. A 
Grammatical Institute of the English Language became a three-vol-
ume set that included a speller (1783), a grammar (1784) and a 
reader (1785). Some of Webster’s innovations included changing the 
re to er in words like “center.” He also tried to change tongue back 
to its original spelling, which was tung, but that wasn’t popular, so 
he dropped it. It was Webster who took the letter “u” out of English 
words like colour and honour; he took a “g” out of waggon, a “k” off 
the end of musick, and switched the order of the “r” and “e” in the-
atre and centre.
                                     from the Writer’s Almanac Oct 16 and April 14, 2016.

Monachino, T. (2006). Words fail me. London: Phaidon Press.



Porter, M. (2016). Grief is the thing with feathers. 



One text speaks of many voices. (Intertextuality).

by Caroline Bergvall. in: Bergvall, C. (2005). Fig: Goan atom 2. United King-
dom: Salt Publishing.



what’s your take?



The ebook version of Ulysses by James Joyce, with built in dictionary. 



        Every email you write is public. Sort of. It’s safe to presume that if you haven’t already
                    been hacked, you probably will be; it’s really a question of when, and by whom. The 
        NSA is most likely already snooping the Amazon orders in your inbox for sex cream. 
        Robots read all of your most private conversations, the better to build a more detailed
                    ad profile. The recent exchange you had about a beloved relative’s declining health?
                    That helped a large corporation earn a few fractions of a penny. 

        How do norms connect to labor and how does labor connect to ‘speech hygiene’?



The process is simple enough, if incredibly time consuming. I typed a letter to Jenny on my laptop, encrypted it with PGP, then handwrote the re-
sulting code on graph paper (it took a little over three hours, and required an intense amount of focus). I mailed Jenny the letter, she typed it into her 
computer and decrypted it. Then she repeated the process, typing up the code on a typewriter and sending it back to me. And so on.
             

              Veix, J. (2017) Pretty Good Private Letters. 



from: Cummings, E. (1994). One Hundred selected poems. New York, NY.: Grove Press: Avalon Travel Publishing.

What does the punctuation tell you about the movement of the mouse? And of the relationship 
of the poetic persona? How does your body react to linebreaks, whitespace, semicolons?



    (you could do this in any book.)





Chiasson, D. (2016) The Tenderness Trap: Robyn Schiff and the poetry of ordinary terror. 



Nichts was zu heiß gewaschen werden müsste.

figuring this out with my father:

it’s not an independent clause

Nichts = subject

everything after that describes this subject

so it’s a subordinate clause

and it has no verb that tells you what to do or what the subject is doing 

imagine a comma after Nichts

Nothing that would have to be washed too high temperature.



Dear, Romany. (2015) a ‘transcription’ of her choreographed performance. 



Rhythmic distortion as the result of body and device in pocket ....             - try reading that out loud.  
 
     (from Jake Farrant’s phone, 2016)

 * what does your autocorrect say about you? how far do you think that influence reaches? 
    how much does it know? how often is it right?



Sturrock, J. and Perec, G. (1997). Species of spaces and other pieces: 
Georges Perec. London, England: Penguin Classics.

Facebook post by Che Richards, February 16, 2016.



  What do you pay attention to to find out? What’s your strategy?

In his essay Every Rendition on A Broken Machine, Ross Sutherland 
describes his experiments feeding poems into the translation tool SYS-
TRAN, which is the translation technology Google Translate relies on. He 
fed the same poem into the tool hundreds of times in a row, translating 
it from English to English, observing incremental changes as words were 
replaced with synonyms or the structure of a sentence modified. 

(Sutherland notes that ambiguity and rhetorical language are lost on the 
device.)



Sonnad, N. (2017). Wikipedia’s great experiment: Finding a 
definition of “happiness” we can all agree on.



    This boat you’re videotaping. You’re looking at a boat. Despite your protests that you are looking at a 
translation of the fourth poem in the corpus of Catullus, I assure you you are looking at this boat. Lots 
of bad things battered this boat. Forget about volunteering to swab its lintels. This boat denies it was 
minced in the Adriatic. It denies that it lit up the Cyclades with an all night buck and spill. Rhodes is 
horrible, noble, Thracian. Proponents of Rhodes call truce though it might be their sinuses. Where this 
boat is is post-boat. The word for this boat is phaselus. A phaselus was a rather long and narrow vessel, 
named for its resemblance to a kidney bean. This boat was built for speed. Yet this boat is sort of fragile. 
Lots of bad things battered this boat from the beginning of its life to now. You state it’s cracked, but I tell 
you to go put your stupid hands in the water. Say it again. The boat frets about its impotence, falls over 
dead. The boat sucks lava dexterously; yes, this boat is right-handed. Its aura chainsmokes cigarettes, 
looks up at Jupiter out there in space, and its beams moist. What happens below deck, and involves feet, 
stays below deck. I’m not literally pointing out this boat to you, I’m writing a poem about it in limping 
trimeters. But this is a fact: botulism is sad. Noobs lurch toward a limpid coast. And before them stands 
a boat, a beautiful old boat looking like a kidney bean built for speed. It sits there quiet and old, looking 
over the lake and thinking this lake is really limpid. The noobs all have twins.

Brandon Brown, “#14 [This boat you’re videotaping...]” from The Poems of Gaius Valerius Catullus. 



Eine syntaktische Kopie ist das allmähliche Erstetzen der Wörter eines Satzes 
durch Wörter der gleichen Klasse, wodurch allmählich der ganze Satz umge-
baut wird. Das Verrückte ist, dass deutlich wird, dass der Satz unabhängig 
von seiner Semantik allein durch die Syntax einen “Muskel” hat. 

Try translating this (regardless of whether you know the language or not). 
Speak it out loud and notice your changes in breathing, posture, emotion, mindset, relationship to truth...



Malachus Micgranes and the Verdons catapelting the camibalistics out 

of the Whoyteboyce of Hoodie  Head. Assiegates and boomeringstroms. 

Sod's brood, be me fear! Sanglorians, save! Arms apeal with larms, 

appalling. Killykillkilly: a toll, a toll. What chance cuddleys, what 

cashels aired  and ventilated! What bidimetoloves sinduced by what 

tegotetabsolvers! What true feeling for their's hayair with what strawng  

voice of false jiccup! O here here how hoth sprowled met the duskt the 

father of fornicationists but, (O my shining stars and body!) how hath 

fanespanned most high heaven the skysign of soft advertisement! But 

was iz? Iseut? Ere were sewers? The oaks of ald now they lie in peat yet 

elms leap where askes lay. Phall if you but will, rise you must: and none 

so soon either shall the pharce for the nunce come to a setdown secular 

phoenish. 

Bygmester Finnegan, of the Stuttering Hand, freemen's maurer, 

lived in the broadest way immarginable in his rushlit toofarback for 

messuages before joshuan judges had given us numbers or Helviticus 

committed deuteronomy (one yeastyday he sternely  struxk his tete in a 

tub for to watsch the future of his fates but ere he swiftly stook it out 

again, by the might of moses, the very water was eviparated and all the 

guenneses had met their exodus so that ought to show you what a 

pentschanjeuchy chap he was!) and during mighty odd years this man of 

hod, cement and edifices in Toper's Thorp piled buildung supra 

buildung pon the banks for the livers by the Soangso. He addle liddle 

phifie Annie ugged the little craythur. Wither hayre in honds tuck up Notice what you notice, what trips you up in these exhausting texts. (highlight 
it, mark it somehow.) And why? (It’s probably very specific to you.)Joyce, J. (2016). Finnegans Wake. 1st ed. Macerata: Giometti & Antonello.



Kenneth Goldsmith: TRAFFIC                       [Editions Eclipse online at http://english.utah.edu/eclipse]
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12:01 Well, in conjunction with the big holiday weekend, we start out with the Hudson

River horror show right now. Big delays in the Holland Tunnel either way with

roadwork, only one lane will be getting by. You're talking about, at least, twenty

to thirty minutes worth of traffic either way, possibly even more than that.

Meanwhile the Lincoln Tunnel, not great back to Jersey but still your best option.

And the GW Bridge your worst possible option. Thirty to forty minute delays, and

that's just going into town. Lower level closed, upper level all you get. Then back

to New Jersey every approach is fouled-up: West Side Highway from the 150's,

the Major Deegan, the Bronx approaches and the Harlem River Drive are all a

disaster, the Harlem River Drive could take you an hour, no direct access to the

GW Bridge with roadwork. And right now across the East River 59th Street

Bridge, you've gotta steer clear of that one. Midtown Tunnel, Triboro Bridge, they

remain in better shape. Still very slow on the eastbound Southern State Parkway

here at the area of the, uh, Meadowbrook there's a, uh, stalled car there blocking

a lane and traffic very slow.

12:11 Oh, one of the nastiest nights we've had in a while across the Hudson River.

Holland Tunnel can be up to a half an hour in either direction, it's repairs and

only one lane available. Lincoln Tunnel, which was a good way out is a bad way

out now. Now we've got troubles back to Jersey it looks like, uh, now, mmm,

watching here on the WINS Jam Cam, it's double trouble. The north tube all

traffic's grinding to a halt going back to Jersey, that'll impact the 41st and 40th

Street approaches. The center tube, that's another problem: you got a stuck bus

in the tube. We just got a call from Dennis who, um, a member of our traffic

team, who said that there was only one lane open, the right lane in that tube

back to Jersey, with a, uh, bus stopped there, Port Authority police crews are on

scene. Right now traffic stacking up, Lincoln Tunnel Jersey-bound, GW Bridge can

easily take you thirty to forty minutes to go either way, even worse off the

Harlem River Drive with no direct access to the G. W. Bridge because of repairs

going on and the 59th Street Bridge, still an absolute must to avoid. You've got

roadwork there and delays on both decks either way.

12:21 Well, we could spend an hour talking about the Hudson River right now because

that could be the delay going back to new Jersey on the Harlem River Drive

approach to the GW Bridge. It's all because of repairs. Bronx approaches are an

absolute sickening ride at this point and, uh, going into New York City the, uh,

GW Bridge with a thirty to forty minute delay. They're doing repairs in each

from: Goldsmith, K. (2007). Traffic. 1st ed. Los Angeles: Make Now.



(...)  There’s another reason the bot’s multiplicity of selves makes me think of a friend in Paris 
whom I visited recently. For years he had been working on a novel. When I saw him, his com-
puter had been stolen, and because the novel existed only on it — he’d neither backed it up 
nor shared it — the novel went with it. I was working on a manuscript of my own, and be-
cause my computer for some reason will not back up, I emailed it to myself at intervals, as of-
ten as twice a day when I spent all day working on it and became afraid I’d lose my work. The 
manuscript, which is long, must contain every English word or phrase, because now, whenev-
er I search my email for anything, the hundreds of emails to which the manuscript is attached 
turn up, burying whatever I hoped to find. In this way, the hundreds of attachments tenant a 
state as volatile as my friend’s single copy, canceling out to nothing, becoming the opposite of 
information, noise.’
              Kiesling, L. (2007). Verbal Tics — real life.









McCabe, C. and Bean, V. (2015). The new concrete. Visual poetry in the 21st century. 1st ed. London: 
Hayward Gallery.
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      Central Saint Martins, London.
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